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Motivation: Assist researchers in literature search by 
annotating entities and establishing a relation type between 
them.
Challenges faced by researchers








Importance of annotations in Biology
Reference: http://string-db.org/cgi/network.pl
Current state of art - Statistical method
Challenges in the current approach
Different word, same meaning(Synonyms)
Protein names




5mg/kg of cyclosporine per day
Cyclosporine 5mg/kg per day
Same word, different content
Learning rate - research time
Learning rate - machine learning










EV1  :  Gene
CXC4: Protein
Methodology
A saxophone is used for jazz.
A/DT saxophone/NN is/VBZ used/VBN for/IN jazz/NN ./.
Extract Part of Speech 
Tags from example
Collect samples 
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